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ABSTRACT 
The notion of A-graded algebras was introduced by V.I. Arnold, who made a complete classifica- 
tion for the case of 3 generators [l]. Unfortunately he did not present proofs of his statements. 
When our group together with him started further investigations of A-graded algebras, he suggested 
to me first to construct and publish the proof of his classification in the way that we need for our 
work. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider only commutative associative N-graded algebras over C having 
a finite number of generators and with homogeneous subspaces of dimension 
0 or 1. In [l] a procedure of choosing homogeneous generators for such 
algebras is described. Their number does not exceed the number of initial 
generators. If the homogeneous generators have degrees pl, . . . ,p,,, (pi E IN) the 
homogeneous subspace of the algebra can be nonzero only in degrees that 
belong to the semigroup generated by pI, . . ..p.,. 
We shall call these elements possible degrees. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An algebra is called an A-graded algebra if its homogeneous 
subspaces have dimensions 1 for all possible degrees. We denote an A-graded 
algebra with its generators in degrees p1 < ... <p,, (all degrees are evidently dif- 
ferent for A-graded algebras) by A(p,, . . . ,pn). 
We call two algebras isomorphic if there exists a algebra isomorphism of 
degree 0. 
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V.I. Arnold considered only algebras having one-dimensional homogeneous 
subspaces for all degrees. Hence he restricted himself to algebras with first 
generator having degree 1. So he made his classification for A( l,p,,p,) 
algebras and he called them 3-generated algebras. M. Roelofs suggested to 
generalise the notion of A-graded algebras in the way we do and to call any 
A(l,p,, . . . . pn_ ,) an n-generated algebra and A(p,, . . . ,p,) an n+ generated 
algebra. He composed a computer program for calculation of such algebras 
using an algorithm found by him together with G. Post. The program was writ- 
ten in REDUCE and used a package for computing Groebner basis [2]. 
Some computations made for 33, 4 and 43 generators A-graded algebras 
showed things about 3-generators and n-generators algebras. 
To finish the introduction, we put here the theorem that belongs to V.I. 
Arnold [ 11. 
THEOREM 1.2. The number of different A(l, p2,p3) algebras equals 
2(ai + .-.+a,)+ 1. Here, a1 ,..., ak are the coefficients of the representation of 
p3/p2 as a continued fraction: 
5=(x + 1 0 
P2 1 
ai + 
a2+ . . 
*. 1 
(The answer does not depend on ao). 
2. BASIC RELATIONSOFA-GRADED ALGEBRAS 
We will explain here how we choose a basis in the relations of an A-graded 
algebra !X E A(pl, . . . , p,) and we describe a rather narrow set of relations that 
covers all basic relations that !X can have. 
Let x1, . . . . x,, be generators of an algebra ‘?l and let I be the ideal in the 
polynomials C[x,, . . . , x,] containing all the relations of 2I. Then ‘$I is the factor 
algebra of the polynomials by I. We say that a set of relations of 2l is basic 
if it is a minimal set of generators of the ideal I. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Basic relations for an A-graded algebra !?I can be chosen of 
the form: m, =cm, where m, and m are monomials of the same degree, m#O 
in the algebra 2I and c is a constant (c = 0 is possible). 
PROOF. In a graded algebra we can always find a set of homogeneous basic 
relations. In an A-graded algebras for each possible degree there exists a 
monomial m that does not equal to zero. As the dimension of the homo- 
geneous subspace is 1 all other monomials of the same degree should be linear 
dependent with m, hence m, =cm. If we take all relations of this form in a 
fixed degree, we get a l-dimensional homogeneous subspace, so no more rela- 
tions are needed. Cl 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. When choosing basic relations we can skip the relations of 
the form m,I, =cml, where rn,,m, I,, 1 are monomials with degrees deg ml = 
deg m > 0 and deg 1, = deg I> 0. 
PROOF. We start with the relations of the form described in proposition 2.1. 
Every relation can follow from relations of the same and smaller degrees only 
(but not from greater ones). Hence we can delete simultaneously all the rela- 
tions that follow from some relations of smaller degrees without enlarging the 
algebra. As the algebra has l-dimensional homogeneous subspaces in degrees 
deg m and deg I, the algebra should have relations m, = am and I, = bl with 
some constant a and 6. The relation m, 1, = cmf should be the product of those 
two, as otherwise ml would be zero. 0 
We will represent monomials of n variables by their multidegrees (the vector 
of powers in which (ordered) variables appear in a monomial) which are non- 
negative integer points in R”. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The main plane for A(p,, . . . , p,) algebras is a hyperplane in 
I?” with coordinates a,, . . . , a, (the powers of x1, . . . ,x,, in monomials) given by 
the equation p, a, + ..a +.,,a,, = 0. 
To each integer point from the main plane, there correspond two monomials: 
the plus-monomial-when we skip negative coordinates of the point, and the 
minus-monomial-it is the plus monomial of the inverse point. For instance, 
the plus- and minus-monomials for the point (-1,2, -3) are xi and x1x:. 
The degree of a point from the main plane is the degree of its plus-monomial 
(= the degree of its minus-monomial). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Basic relations for an A-graded algebra can be chosen of 
the form 
(*) plus-monomial = c. minus-monomial 
where plus- and minus-monomials of each relation correspond to the same 
point of the main plane and minus-monomials # 0 in the algebra. 
PROOF. According to proposition 2.1 and 2.2 we can choose all basic rela- 
tions of the form m, = cm where ml and m #O are monomials of the same 
degree and they depend on different variables. Hence m, and m are the 
plus- and minus-monomials corresponding to the point ml. m-l of the main 
plane. 0 
DEFINITION 2.5. The main plain is divided by the coordinate hyperplanes 
a, =0, . . . . a,, =0 into several open cones. We will call the closures of these 
cones the main cones. 
The cone connected to a point from the main plane is the cone with its vertex 
in this point and parallel to the main cone containing this point (if a point 
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belongs to several main cones then there is the same amount of cones connected 
to this point). e 
REMARK 2.6. The degree of the vertex of a cone connected to a point is strict- 
ly smaller than the degrees of all other integer points in the cone. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. The union of all cones connected to all integer points (ex- 
cept the zero-point) of the main plane equals to a union of the set S of such 
cones with the property: no cone belongs to any other one. Moreover this set 
unique. 
PROOF. We partially order cones by inclusion. The set S is the set of all 
maximal cones. We should show that 1) no cone of this set can be skipped, 
2) no one more can be added. 
1) If a cone belongs to the union of some cones then its vertex belongs to 
one of these cones and hence the cone itself belongs to the same cone. So no 
maximal cone belongs to the union of all other cones connected to all integers 
points. Hence all maximal cones should belong to the set S. 
2) If a cone we want to add belongs to the union of maximal cones then 
it belongs to one of them and it does not suit the property of the set S. Let us now 
try a cone K that does not belong to the union of all maximal cones. As our 
cone is not maximal then there exists a cone K, that strictly contains K. If K, 
is not maximal we can find a cone K2 that strictly contains K,, etc. We will 
show that every such a chain finishes with a maximal cone that contradicts to 
the choice of K. Indeed if a cone connected to a point strictly belongs to any 
other such cone, then their vertices are different, the first one belongs to the 
second cone and hence the degree of the second vertex is strictly smaller than 
that of the first one. But the degree is always positive, hence the chain stops 
at a maximal cone. 0 
REMARK 2.8. Cones of the set S from proposition 2.7 cover all integer points 
(except zero-points) from the main plan. 
DEFINITION 2.9. The star is the set of vertices of the cones taken from S. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Basic relations for an A-graded algebra can be chosen of 
the form (*) where integer points for these relations are taken from the star 
only. 
PROOF. Every integer point belongs to a cone connected to some star point. 
For these two points, let (m+,m-) and (m:, m;) be the pairs of plus- and 
minus-monomials, respectively. Then m’ = rn: 1, and m- = m; I2 with some 
monomials I, and f2 of the same degree. According to proposition 2.2 we can 
skip the relation correspondent to the first point. 0 
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PROPOSITION 2.11. The star is a finite set. It belongs to the cube in R” given 
by inequalities: the absolute value of each coordinate is not greater than 
(n- l).P,, where p,, is the greatest degree of the generators. 
PROOF. The cone connected to any point of the kind 
(0, . . . , 09 Pj, O, . . . 9 O, -Pi, 4 . . . 9 O) 
is given by inequalities: a,2pj, aj< -pi. The complementary set to the union 
of all such cones (for all possible (i,j)) belongs to the cube described in the 
statement. 0 
We used the last proposition together with proposition 2.10, when we com- 
puted all algebras in A(p,, . . . ,p,) with given pI, . . . ,p,, . 
3. THE STAR AND CONVEX HULLS 
The star for the case of 3+ (and 3) generators can be constructed by another 
procedure, using some convex hulls. It connects the 3-generator case with con- 
tinued fractions. A similar construction doesn’t work with a higher numbers of 
generators. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The star for A-graded algebras with 33 (including 3) 
generators can be got by the following procedure: for every main cone take the 
convex hull of all integer points (except 0) lying in it; take the union of all such 
convex hulls; take all integer points lying on the border of this union. 
REMARK 3.2. The border of union mentioned above on the 2-dimensional 
main plain looks like a star (with 4 or 6 rays). It was the reason for using this 
word. (Such a border is shown in figure 1 for the A(5,7,11)-algebras.) 
PROOF. It is evident that the star contains to the union of the borders of the 
convex hulls in case of any number of generators. 
We need to prove the converse inclusion for the 3+ generators case. The main 
plane in this case is 2-dimensional. It is divided into 6 main cones (angles) by 
the planes a, = 0, a2 = 0, a3 = 0. We will consider a main angle. 
We take the convex hull of integer points (except 0) from this angle (take all 
integer points from the convex hull border lying strictly inside the angle and 2 
first integer points lying on the 2 sides of the angle). 
In figure 2 we have drawn a main angle, the convex hull in it, the integer 
points on the border and the angles connected to them. We will show that hese 
angles cover all integer points from the main angle. Indeed, let us suppose that 
there is an integer point not covered by the angles. As all integer points belong 
to the convex hull, this point can lie only in one of triangles shaded in figure 
1. Let it be the point A. Then the point B symmetric to A over the border side 
of the triangle is also integer, also belongs to the main angle but does not belong 
to the convex hull-this is contradictory. q 
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Fig. 1. The integer lattice on the main plane, the border of the union of the convex hulls and the 
star (integer points on the border) for A(5,7,1 I)-algebras. 
REMARK 3.3. The same procedure with taking convex hulls in each main cone 
can be done for any number of generators. But for 44 generators we got an 
example of an A-graded algebra with a relation, correspondent to a point lying 
strictly inside the convex hull. We found such an algebra for pI = 15, p2 = 20, 
p3 = 23, p4= 24 and the point is (2,3, -6,2). The step where the proof for 
43 generators does not work is: our point strictly belongs to the parallele- 
piped formed by 3 integer vectors of the main plain: (3,0, -3, l), (0, 1, -4,3), 
Fig. 2. A main angle, convex hull and angles connected to the integer points of the border. 
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(1,5, -5,0) (the point is the center of the parallelepiped), but there’s no integer 
point strictly inside the simplex formed by the same 3 vectors. 
We didn’t find a similar example for the 4 generators case. 
Now let us study the picture for the 3 generators case with generators of 
degrees p1 = 1 <p2 <p3. 
We project the main plane onto coordinate plane (a,, a3). As p1 = 1, the image 
of the integer lattice on the main plane is just the integer lattice on the plane 
(a,, as). Since (kl,O) and (0, +l) are in the star (that does not look much as a 
star for p, = 1) it does not have any point inside the angles a2>0, a3 >0 and 
a2 < 0, a3 < 0. An example of the star (for p2 = 5 and p3 = 8) is given in figure 3. 
The star (for any number of generators) is symmetric over zero. In the 
3-generator cases the angle a,sO, a3 20 contains just one representative from 
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Fig. 3. Thestar forp,=l,pl=5,~3=8. 
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each pair of symmetric points of the star. The half of the star lying in this angle 
is considered in [l] to describe the full classification of A-graded algebras with 
3-generators (we will call them briefly A[3]-algebras). The straight line aI =0 
projected onto the plane (a,, u3) is the line joining points (-p3,pZ) and 0. The 
points of the star in the quadrant a2 ~0, a3 2 0 are integer points from the 
border of the union of two convex hulls of integer points from that quadrant 
lying below and above this line. The same picture in the quadrant is considered 
in [3] in connection with continued fractions. 
According to [3] the number of integer points on the border in the quadrant 
a2<0, a3>0 is ao+ *.a + (Yk, where ai are the coefficients of the representation 
~31~2 as a continued fraction (see p. 2). 
For a later use we need two more statements concerning this picture (Lemmas 
3.5 and 3.6). 
DEFINITION 3.4. Starting points are the points of the star with degree not 
greater than p3 (i.e. with degrees p2 and p3). 
LEMMA 3.5. The number of integer point of the whole star except the starting 
points is 2(ai + ‘.. + ok). 
PROOF. The value a0 is the length of the horizontal line of the border with 
a,-coordinate equal to -1. The starting points are just integer points from this 
horizontal line, points symmetric to them and two more points (?l,O). Cl 
LEMMA 3.6. If we compare star points with positive al-coordinate and lying 
in the same main angle, then the greater the degree of the point is, the smaller 
its a, -coordinate is. 
PROOF. The coordinate a, in one main angle can be measured by the distance 
from the line ai = 0. The degree of a point in a main angle containing a vertical 
side can be measured by its vertical coordinate (and similar with “horizontal”). 
Now walking along the border of the convex hull starting on the vertical line, 
we increase (not strictly) the absolute value of the vertical coordinate, and 
decrease (strictly) the distance to the line a, =O. (cf. [3]). 0 
4. THE COMPLETE CLASSIFICATION OF A-GRADED ALGEBRAS WITH 3 
GENERATORS (A[3]-ALGEBRAS) 
In this paragraph we will prove the theorem stated in [l] only putting it in 
slightly different words. 
As two symmetric points have inverse pairs of plus- and minus-monomials 
the sets of the relations that correspond to them intersect. Indeed, if those pairs 
are (mr,~) and (m2, ml) then the relation m, =0 corresponds to the first 
point, the relation m2 =0 corresponds to the second point and the relations 
ml =cm2 with c#O correspond to both of them. Below we will connect the 
relation ml = m2 to one of these points only (and the relations ml = cm2 with 
c#O, 1 we won’t connect to any point at all) in the following way: 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Positive points of the star are those that lie in two main 
angles ai r 0, a2 r0 (and hence, a3 < 0) and a, 10, a3 z 0 (and hence a2 < 0), 
BUT: from the two symmetric points on the line al = 0 we will call one positive 
and one negative (arbitrarily). So from every two symmetric points one is 
positive and one is negative. All other points of the star are negative. 
With each positive point we will connect 
a positive relation: its plus-monomial m+ = 0. 
With each negative point we will connect two nonpositive relations: 
a negative one: its plus-monomial m+ =0 and 
a mixed one: its plus- and minus-monomials are equal: m’=m. 
REMARK 4.2. If we wouldn’t need the division of star points in positive and 
negative points, we could describe positive and negative relations in other 
words. Among relations that correspond to the star points positive relations 
are: xf’xp =0 and xf’xp = 0 with a, #O. Negative relations are XT =0 and 
x2 = 0. Mixed relations are xf’x2a, =x2 and xf’x,o? =xZn,. From two relations of 
the same degree xp = 0, XT = 0 one is positive and one is negative (arbitrarily). 
THEOREM 4.3. Every A [3]-algebra can be given by a chain from the following 
set of chains of relations. Each chain defines an A[3]-algebra. Moreover all of 
them are different. The set of chains is: 
Every chain starts with all positive relations correspondent to 
starting points (see def. 3.4), 
then it contains all positive relations till some degree (no one of 
them is also possible), 
and it ends with one nonpositive relation with the next greater 
degree (if there is any). 
(If there are no negative points with greater degree the chain consists of positive 
relations only). 
REMARK 4.4. The difference of the chain that consists of positive relations 
only from chains that end with negative relations is artificial: the last positive 
relation is of the kind xF=O or XT =0 and it could be called negative when 
we made the converse choice (see def. 4.1). 
Before proving this theorem we put here 
REMARK 4.5. The chains of relations that are cited in the theorem are not 
bases for their algebras. If p3/& = k> 1 then the relations xp’= 0, x~-~‘x~ = 
0 ,..., xpPCk- ‘)p2x.j- ’ = 0 follow from two relations xp’ = 0, ~lp’-~~~x$ = 0. The 
last two relations are evidently independent. From the proof of lemma 4.8 we 
can conclude that all other relations in the chain are independent. 
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COROLLARY 4.6. Theorem 1.2 is true. 
PROOF. To count the number of different algebras, it is enough to count the 
number of different chains cited in theorem 4.2. For each negative point, except 
the starting points, there are just two chains that end with a relation correspon- 
dent to this point (a negative and a mixed one). And there is one chain more 
only-one consisting of all positive relations. The amount of negative points ex- 
cept starting points is the half of the amount of points on the star except 
starting points again. Now we can apply lemma 3.5. q 
To prove theorem 4.3, we will first show that every A[3]-algebra contains all 
the relations of one of chains cited in theorem.4.3 among its relations. Then 
we will show that each chain defines an A[3]-algebra (the 2”d part of theorem 
4.3). As no A[3]-algebra has an A[3]-subalgebra-it will prove the 1” part of 
theorem 4.3. The 3’d part of theorem 4.3, we will prove in lemma 4.11. 
We remind that to get all A[3]-algebras, it is enough to consider only sets of 
relations of the form rn’ = c. m- with m+ and m- plus- and minus-monomials 
correspondent o a point of the star and m- # 0 in the algebra. It is just what 
we will do. 
LEMMA 4.7. Every A[3]-algebra has all positive relations correspondent o 
starting points. 
PROOF. The degrees of starting points are p2 and p3. In these degrees the 
algebra has generators x2 and x3. Hence all other monomials of the same 
degree should be zero. q 
LEMMA 4.8. If an A[3]-algebra only has positive relations till some degree 
and there is a star point of this degree then there should be a relation in the 
algebra correspondent o this point or to the symmetric one. 
PROOF. We order the relations according to their degrees. We take any 
positive point of the star and suppose that all precedent relations were positive. 
Let the plus- and minus-monomials of our point be M+ and M-. We will 
show that they are linear independent elements in our algebra (and hence there 
should be a relation between them). First we will show that they are not zero. 
Indeed M- does not depend on xi, but all positive relations m + = 0 do depend 
on xi, therefore M- #O. 
Let our point lie in the main angle ai 10, a2 L 0 (the case with al =z 0, a3 10 
is similar). No relations mf =0 correspondent o points from the main angle 
a, 5: 0, a3 2 0 can make the monomial M+ zero, as M+ does not depend on x3, 
’ - but those mt s do (except m x p’, but M+ evidently has x, in smaller power 
than p2). Neither can make relations m+ = 0 correspondent o points from the 
same main angle (aI 2O,a,rO) M+ equal to zero, as every next point in this 
angle has xi in smaller power (see lemma 3.6). 
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And finally, the two nonzero monomials M- and M+ can’t be linear 
dependent as all previous relations put monomials to 0 only. q 
Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 show that every A[3]-algebra necessarily has first 
positive relations, correspondent to starting points, then all positive relations 
till some degree, then a nonpositive relation correspondent to the next pair of 
symmetric points (if there is any): a negative relation or a relation m+ = cm- 
with c#O. 
The last relation can be turned into a mixed relation m+ =m- by a linear 
transformation of one variable. So the chain of relations of any A[3]-algebra 
has one of the chains cited in theorem 2 as its subchain. 
To finish the proof of the first statement of theorem 2, we will prove the 
second statement. We divide the proof into 2 lemmas-4.9 and 4.10. 
LEMMA 4.9. Every chain from theorem 2 defines an algebra with homo- 
geneous subspaces of dimension 0 or 1. 
PROOF. We fix some chain of theorem 2 and suppose that the statement is not 
true for it. Then there are two linear independent monomials of the same degree 
in the algebra. Dividing them by their common multiple we get two linear in- 
dependent monomials m+ and m- that are plus- and minus-monomials for 
some star point. If the degree of this point is not greater than the degree of the 
last relation of the chain, then there is a relation in the chain that makes m+ 
and m- linear dependent-contradictory. 
We suppose now that the degree of m+ and m- is greater than the degree of 
the last relation of the chain. Let the last relation of the chain correspond to 
a point with aI 50, a,10 (and hence a3 20) (the other negative angle can be 
considered in the same way). Then its third coordinate is some A3 > 1, its plus 
monomial is .#j. According to the stretching algorithm (see [l]) all points of 
the star with greater degree have their plus- or minus-monomials with the power 
of x3 greater than A,. So either m+ or m- is divided by xf’. In case when the 
last relation of the chain is a negative relation xf’=O it means that m+ or rn- 
is zero and the initial monomials couldn’t be linear independent. In case when 
the last relation of the chain is a mixed relation $3=$Id2 with some A,, 
A,>0 (A2 is not 0 in the last relation of any chain) we can substitute the 
occurrence of dJ in mi or m- by _$‘xf2. In this way we’ll get two 
monomials of the same degree with some common multiple (at least x, divides 
both of them). We can repeat the procedure of division by the common multiple 
and substitution till we get a pair of monomials with the degree smaller than 
the degree of the last relation of the chain-and this case has already been con- 
sidered. 
LEMMA 4.10. Every homogeneous subspace of an algebra defined by any 
chain of theorem 2 has at least one nonzero element. 
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PROOF. To find a nonzero element in any degree d we take first any 
monomial of the degree d, for instance xf’, as a candidate. We shall substitute 
the candidate by other candidates-monomials of the same degree in such a way 
that at last we’ll get a monomial that is not 0 in the algebra. 
1. In case when there is no mixed relation in the chain we shall make the 
following substitutions (in any order): 
For each pair (m+,m-) of plus- and minus-monomials correspondent to a 
star point, if the relation m+ = 0 is in the chain and m’ divides our candidate, 
we shall substitute the divisor m+ by m-. When no more substitution is pos- 
sible, the candidate is evidently a nonzero element that we were looking for. We 
will show that after finite number of substitutions we come to the end-when 
no more substitution is possible. 
We shall represent our candidates xf’, XT, XT as integer points in RI. They 
all lie on the plane a, +pza2+p3a3 =d. So they belong to the (restricted) 
triangle which is the intersection of this plane with the nonnegative octant. A 
substitution correspondent to a star point u is the substraction of the vector u 
from the candidate. 
We will show below that all star points producing relations of a chain strictly 
lie in some half vector-plane of the main plain. Let it be defined by some 
functional on the main plane. As the number of star-points is finite there is a 
smallest value for which the functional decreases with each substitution. And 
as the triangle containing all candidates is bounded there is a minimal possible 
value for the functional. Hence after finitely many steps no more substitutions 
are possible. 
We will show now that all star-points correspondent to relations of a chains 
strictly lie in some half vector-plane. Let the negative point Vcorrespond to the 
last relation of the chain. First we notice that all star-points correspondent to 
the chain relations lie (not strictly) in one of two half planes that contains the 
point V (and, of course, 0) on its border. Indeed all positive points from the 
same positive angle as the point (-V) but with smaller degree than l’ and all 
points from another positive angle lie at the same side with respect to the 
straight line passing through V and 0 (see figure 4). There is only one point lying 
on the border of this half-plane (the point V), and there is only finite number 
of other points. So we can move this half plane a bit so that the point I/moves 
inside from the border and all other points stay also inside. 
2. The case when the last relation of the chain is a mixed relation is quite 
similar. The difference is the following. Let mi = m- be the last relation. We 
permit to make both substitutions m+ -+ m- and m- -+ m+ correspondent to 
this relation. A candidate is a nonzero element in the algebra if even after any 
number of these two substitutions no other substitution appears to be possible. 
All other substitutions strictly lie in one half-plane having the point correspon- 
dent to the last relation on its border. So after finite number of steps we reach 
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Fig. 4. The line connecting point V and -V leaves all positive points with smaller degrees on one 
its side. 
a point where only substitutions correspondent to the mixed relation may be 
possible. 
LEMMA 4.11. All chains from theorem 4.3 define different algebras. 
PROOF. First let us notice that a graded isomorphism of A-graded algebras 
maps all generators to some linear multiples of generators. This is true because 
in every degree where a new generator appears, all monomials of previous 
generators should be zero. 
Now let us consider 3 chains: two chains that end in some degree D and any 
longer chain. To prove the lemma is enough to prove that these three chains 
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define different algebras. In the degree D there is a pair of plus- and minus- 
monomials M+ and M- correspondent o a positive point. According to the 
proof of lemma 4.8 they both are not zero in algebra, defined by previous rela- 
tions. So in our 3 chains we have 
1) M-=0, h4++0, 
2) M-=M+#O, 
3) iM+=o, M_#O. 
As isomorphisms map generators to linear multiples of generators, it maps zero 
monomials to zero ones. So the three algebras are different. 0 
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